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* Explaining your research findings in a way that your 11-year old nephew, 97-year 
old grandmother (with 20/20 vision), or someone not in your field, would 
understand.



Varieties of information visualization
1.  Manuel Lima, A Visual History (Network and Tree Visualization)

2.  Hans Rosling, The Best Stats (Animation and Interactive Graphics with 
Gapminder)

3.  Nicholas Christakis, How Social Networks Predict Epidemics (Networks)

Common Theme

How they chose to communicate their research findings to the widest 
possible audience... through visualizations!



Why do people conduct research?
To aid 
business 
success

To create 
new 

innovations

To learn 
and share 
new ideas

To help 
others 
understand 
the world

To challenge 
preconceived 
notions



Easier said than done...
Communicating research is not easy!



How can visualizations help?

There’s TOO MUCH information out there!! Solution? We can 
use our eyes to see pictures instead of read (mostly) boring, 
jargon-y (no offense) academic papers or huge collections of 
data. 

Visual information is magical
–  It can compress knowledge into a single image





Can you think of any costs associated with 
representing big data using visualizations? 

Discussion #1





Discussion #2

What can an image creator do to encourage the 
accuracy of their information? Likewise, what 
are the steps you can take as a consumer of 
research to make sure what you are reading is 
good quality?

 



Discussion #3

“Data does not draw 
conclusions - people do. Any 
conclusions that you perceive 
are based largely on your own 
preconceived notions of what 
the images are attempting to 
show, or to prove.”

Agree or disagree?

 



Discussion #4: Replications

The Proteus Phenomenon says that the first published 
study on a scientific question may find the most 
extravagant effect size and as further evidence is 
gathered, effect sizes tend to diminish (Ioannidis, 2006).

How many replications are optimal before we can share 
our findings through a “quick fix” visual representation, like 
an infographic? Is it even practical to want replications?



Discussion #5

Did anything that you encountered this week 
change or reaffirm how you might use graphic 
displays in your own research?








